PAPERS DELIVERED AT SHARP CONFERENCES TO DATE
(alphabetically by author; includes meeting year)

Abel, Trudi Johanna. The end of a genre: postal regulations and the dime novel's demise. 1994
_________________. When the devil came to Washington: Congress, cheap literature, and the struggle to control reading. 1995
Abreu, Márcia Azevedo. Connected by fiction: the presence of the European novel In Brazil. 2013
___________. The biggest scam in Flemish literature? On the question of linguistic gatekeeping In literary publishing. 2009
___________. The printing press and utopia: why imaginary geographies really matter to book history. 2013
Acheson, Katherine O. The Renaissance author in his text. 1994
Acerra, Eleonora. See Louichon, Brigitte (2015)
Acres, William. Objet de vertu: Euler's image and the circulation of genius in print, 1740-60. 2011
___________. A "religious" model for history: John Strype's Reformation, 1660-1735. 2014
Aebel, Ian J. Illustrating America: John Ogilby and the geographies of empire in Restoration England. 2013
Ahokas, Minna. Book history meets history of concepts: approaches to the books of the Enlightenment in eighteenth-century Finland. 2009
___________. The society "Pro Fide et Christianismo" and the production and circulation of books in eighteenth-century northern Europe. 2013
___________. "Useful knowledge" and "true Christianity" In 18th-century Finnish book culture. 2014
Allan, David. Commonplacing modernity: Enlightenment and the necessity of note-taking. 2010
Allen, Amanda. High-browng the middle-brow: Mary Stolz's adolescent romance novels and Ilonka Karasz's modernist dust jackets. 2009
Allen, Susan M. The impact of the Stamp Act of 1765 on colonial American
printers: threat or bonanza? 1996
_______________. Rare books, manuscripts, and the undergraduate. (roundtable) 1996
_______________. Who paid the piper?: an analysis of subscribers to Ame's
Typographical Antiquities. 1998

Allen-Emerson, Michele. The adventures of the literary laborer in H. Rider Haggard's
Mr. Meeson's Will. 2011

Allington, Daniel, Kieran O'Halloran, and Joan Swann. Setting "reader response" In
context: the case of the contemporary reading group. 2008

Alloway, Ross. Cadell and the crash. 2007
______________. "The Great Tradition, largely my wife's work": the Importance
of "collaboration" In the criticism of F.R. Leavis. 2003
______________. The Sederunt book and the sequestration of Archibald Constable &
Co. 2008
______________. Selling The Great Tradition. 2002

Alston, Sandra. The practice of bibliography. (panel) 2009

______________. 1968: politics and the German book market. 2006
______________. Restricted flow of books: publishing in divided Germany
1949-1989. 1993

Alvarez, Pablo. Alonso Victor de Paredes on printing with threaded types In the
fifteenth century. 2010

Amert, Kay. Collaborators at the press: Simon de Colines and Robert
______________. Intertwining strengths: Simon de Colines and Robert Estienne.
2004
______________. Medical publishing In the Renaissance: the practice of Simon de
Colines. 2002

Ames, Alexander Lawrence. "The spirit that no one can write"? Frakturschrift
calligraphy, manuscript illumination, and practices of scriptural exegesis
among Pennsylvania's German-speaking radical sectarian pietists, c.
1683-1855. 2014

Amireault, Valérie, and Haydée Silva. Parcours didactiques transmédiatiques, numériques et
ludiques. 2015

Amos, Mark Addison. The printing press and early modern civic identity.
2000

Anastácio, Vanda. Three generations of Portuguese women readers of foreign novels:
the Marquise of Alorna, her daughter Leonor Benedita, and her granddaughter
Maria. 2013

______________. Edifying and tearing down In the pamphlets of John
Vicars, 1617-1648. 2003

Anderson, Bradford A. "This booke hath bred all the quarrel": the Bible in
seventeenth-century Ireland. 2014


Andreoli, Ilaria. Le livre Illustré lyonnais de la Renaissance: modèle et reflet
2004
_____________. Two illustrated editions from Lyons in Italy, France, and Spain. 2000
Anesko, Michael. Still the Dean but not in demand: Howells and the problem of surplus value. 1994
Anzalone, John. Recyclings, revisions, recriminations: caricature's dirty secrets In the Dreyfuss affair. 2002
Appel, C. The Lutheran authorities and the printed word in 16th- and 17th-century Denmark. 1997
_____________. Print culture In Edo period Japan: Influence on modern publishing. 2001
_____________. Publishing culture In Asia and the West. 2001
_____________. See Hanyu, Noriko (2002)
Archangeli, Melanie. "Please forgive my impertinence, but will you sell my journal?" A Woman Editor markets her magazine in 19th century Germany. 1998
Archbold, Johanna. The business of periodicals: commercial aspects of periodical publishing In Ireland, 1770-1830. 2008
_____________. Periodicals in the peripheries: the development of the periodical In Dublin and Philadelphia, 1770-1800. 2010
_____________. Readdressing the Irish monthly magazine, Anthologia Hibernica, 1793-1795. 2012
_____________. French pulp fiction In turn-of-the-century America. 2002
_____________. Popularizing French culture In America 1870-1900: the role of the Seaside Library series. 2004
_____________. Translating the French detective novel across the Atlantic. 2009
_____________. Translating the French for popular consumption: the late nineteenth century. 2004
_____________. Translating The Mysteries of Paris in the United States: Harpers vs. the New World. 2012
_____________. Translations In American book series from the mid-nineteenth century to 1914: a look at the International circulation of European authors. 2006
Arnar, Anna Sigridur. Dissolved and reconstituted geographies of the book: the theme of libricide In contemporary global art. 2013
The public and private dimensions of the secular book: the library as work of art in the work of Christine Hill and Shooshie Sulaiman. 2014
__________. Publishing Roosevelt: Theodore Roosevelt and his publishers in progressive-era America. 2007
__________. Taking the President abroad: Theodore Roosevelt and his international readers. 2013
Arnott-Smith, Catherine. "Suggestive in itself": the layman's medical journal. 2013
Aronson, Marc. The editorial "I": William Crary Brownell in three worlds of publishing. 1993
Ashplant, Timothy. Working women reading in early twentieth-century England: exploring ideologies and identities through print media. 2010
__________. Round table on book trade archives: problems and promise. 2001
__________. "To the universal Yankee nation": P. T. Barnum written by himself. 1995
__________. The Americanization of John Boyle O'Reilly: terrorist, editor, and Fenian poet. 1999
__________. Paul Leicester Ford's "The House Party". 1997
Ashton-Jones, Evelyn. Book learning, social class, and educational practice: disrupting the commodification of knowledge. (roundtable) 1996
Assathiany, Pascal. Getting into print/getting published: some Canadian perspectives. (panel) 2009
Atkins, A. The fine art of guesswork: publishing novels in Edwardian Britain. 1997
Atkinson, Tannis. In the gap: community publishing In adult literacy programs In Toronto 1980-2000. 2008
Augst, Thomas. Aesthetic taste and the politics of virtue In 18th-century America. 2004
__________. The eloquence of print: rhetoric and literary values in nineteenth-century America. 1996
__________. Making society out of books: mercantile libraries and the reading of market culture. 1994
__________. The temperance lecture, between speech and print. 2011
Augusti, Valeria. Éditions populaires des romans français vendues en fascicule et en format livre dans la bibliothèque du Grémio Littéraire Portugais du Pará. 2015

Auji, Hala. Struck off the American press: books between Protestant ideals and Arab secular desires. 2013


Bachhuber, Cynthia. Harry Potter. 2007

Badia, Janet. Women readers as cultural icons from the Victorian age to the present. 2007

Baenen, Michael A. Bookshelves and ballots: the antebellum political system of the Boston Mercantile Library. 2003

----------. Politics and celebration In the 1856 centennial of printing In New Hampshire. 2001

Baggs, Chris. George Gissing and libraries. 2004

----------. "In the separate reading rooms for ladies are provided those publications specially Interesting to them": a study of the periodicals stocked In ladies reading rooms In British public libraries 1875-1914. 2003

----------. What exactly did South Wales miners read? 1997

----------. See Peatling, G. K. (2001)


Bak, Greg. Font choices and graphic design In pamphlets "printed for" Nathanial Butter, 1604-1614. 2005

----------. Woodcut, text, font and ornament: the construction of an early Seventeenth-century news pamphlet. 2002


Baldwin, Melinda. Nature and scientific publishing in Britain, 1869-1900. 2011

Ball, Rafael. New management for the digital universe. 2000

Ball, Steve. Professional Interference: the rise -- and fall? -- of editorial Intervention In publishing. 2008


Banting, Sarah. Reading Ondaatje's covers In Vintage Canada paperback: the Ondaatje author function and paratextual effect. 2005

Bar-Yosef, Eitan. The dissemination and readership of Victorian travel literature on the Middle East. 2002

Barbian, Jan-Pieter. After the book burnings: what made It past the censors In Hitler's Germany? 2011

Barchas, Janine. Heroes or villains of Grubstreet: Edmund Curll and Samuel
Richardson's shared business practices. 2006
Baril, Chloe. Mme Petit-Dunoyer and her Quintessence des nouvelles. 1994
__________, Peter McDonald, David McKitterick, Ian Maclean, Sydney Shep, and Kathryn Sutherland. (Plenary panel) 2008
Barnard, Stuart W. The Bible Society and the mass distribution of Bibles in British North America, 1830-1850. 2014
__________. Stereotyping and remaindering as exploited by Thomas Tegg. 1997
Barnett, Vincent L. "Making It" In Hollywood: Elinor Glyn as novelist, moviemaker, glamour Icon and businesswoman. 2006
Barnhill, Georgia B. Illustrations for Carey & Hart's The Atlantic Souvenir. 2003
________________. Lithographic technology and book and periodical illustration, 1820-1830. 1996
________________. Sketches in North America and the Oregon Territory: a history of the published illustrations. 1997
________________. With a French accent: American lithography 1825 to 1860. 2004
Barnhisel, Greg. Encounter magazine and the art and science of anti-communism. 2011
________________. Ezra Pound, James Laughlin, and New Directions: the publisher as spin doctor. 1996
________________. Modernism and the MFA. 2015
________________. William Faulkner, cultural diplomat. 2013
Baron, Sabrina Alcorn. From manuscript to print: recycling political rhetoric in early seventeenth-century England. 1996
________________. Mid-seventeenth century collectors and millennials In the new millennium. 2001
________________. The politics of printing, 1643-49. 2000
________________. The presumption of Interception In early Stuart newsletters. 2008
________________. The Printing Press as an Agent of Change, 25 years on. (roundtable) 2004
________________. Reading beyond the margins. 2006
Barrett, Creighton, and Bertrum H. MacDonald. "Nearer to the exercises of heaven": the geographies of tunes in nineteenth-century tunebooks. 2013
Bart, Harriet, Betty Bright, Ruth Rogers, Gaylord Schanilec, and Kathleen Walkup. Book arts and artists' books. (panel presentation) 2007
Barth, Marilyn. A publisher and a favorite author: Houghton Mifflin and Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes. 2001
________________. "A characteristic product of the present era": gender and celebrity In

Helen C. Black. *Living on the margin: Victorian publisher George Bentley and the economics of the three-volume novel, 1865-1870.* 2009

Helen C. Black. *"A superior kind of trade": Lawrence & Bullen (1891-1901), the publishers of Gissing, Harraden, and Yeats.* 2005

Bath, Jon. *Coding the crystal goblet: the influence of book design on digital interfaces.* 2009


Battershill, Claire. *Misplaced erotica: romance of a harem, modernist publishing and censorship.* 2009

Battigelli, Anna. * Appearing acts: the play of recusant controversial literature in the 1670s.* 2014

Bautz, Annika. *Post-war Scott: East and West German receptions of Walter Scott's novels (1949-1990).* 2006

Bautz, Annika. *What the Victorians really read: nineteenth-century fiction available to non-elites.* 2010

Baverstock, Alison Mary. *Are new disciplines within universities a threat to the established orthodoxy or promoting new levels of tolerance? The barriers to research experienced by academics within publishing studies.* 2014

Baverstock, Alison Mary. *The geography of publishing: the changing view from the author's window and new options for disseminating content.* 2013

Baxendale, John. *J B Priestley and the "Battle of the Brows" in Inter-war Britain.* 2009


Beach, Richard. *Pedagogical uses of wikibooks: fostering collaborative writing of a wikibook in a media studies course.* 2007

Beal, Shelley S. *Commerce or culture? Re-situating the nineteenth-century literary agent.* 2005

Beal, Shelley S. *Mary vs. Hubert, Montreal 1906: a victory for International author's rights under the Bern Convention and for an emerging national literature In Quebec.* 2004

Beard, Jessica. *"A letter is a joy of earth": authorial innovation in Emily Dickinson's "Lord Letters".* 2007


Beaudry, Marie-Christine. *See Brehm, Sylvain.* (2015)

Beaver, Adam G. *How biblical exegesis became humanist history: Benito Arias Montano and Esteban de Garibay in Plantin's workshop.* 2014

Beck-Varela, Laura. *Arnoldus Vinnius (1588-1657) at the Spanish law schools In the 18th century: a case study In the history of legal books.* 2006

Becker, Francine. *Boys behaving badly.* 2007

Becker, Patti Clayton. *"Give the books you want to keep": the Victory Book Campaigns of World War II.* 1999

Becker, Snowden. *Clara Breed: personal activism and professional practice In
San Diego, California. 2003
Beckwith, Alice H.R.H. Voices from the digital edge: the APHA Oral History Project. 2002
Bednarski, Andrew. The American Research Center in Egypt, natural history, art, and the birth of Egyptology: publishing Frédéric Caillaud's *Arts and Crafts*. 2011
Bell, Bill. Collective misrecognition: the popularisation of theory in the 1980s. 1998
________. The commercial traveller in the early 19th century. 1997
________. Life in New Grub Street: textual biography and the invention of Gissing. 1996
________. Literary studies and the return to history. 2000
________. Reading between the lines: literature on the Western Front 1914-1918. 2006
________. Santa Croce with a Baedeker: English readers and cultural encounter. 2008
________. Terra Incognita: reading on the edge of the world. 2001
Bell, Maureen. Book-trade activity In English towns from 1700 to 1850: comparative evidence from the British Book Trade Index. 2004
________. Reading in rural England: Leonard Wheatcroft and his books. 2000
________. A risky business: Marvell, Elizabeth Calvert and opposition pamphlets in the 1660s. 1995
Belle, Marie-Alice. Mapping the life cycle of early modern printed translations: The pivotal Role of paratexts. 2015
Bellert, Marigrace. The printer as author: Christopher Plantin's *Dialogues françois pour les jeunes enfans* and the art of printing in the mid-sixteenth-century. 1995
Bellhouse, David. See *Acres, William*. (2009)
Benatti, Francesca. Digital tools and digital resources for reading the First World War. 2013
________. Reading networks In Ireland: The Nation, 1842-6. 2006
Benedict, B. M. Early modern literary anthologies. 1997
Bengtson, J. Benefaction registers in Oxford libraries c. 17-20th C. 1997
Benhamou, Paul. The diffusion of literary culture in a French provincial town before the Revolution. 1993
________. Reading the news in public places in 18th-century France. 1997
________. The reading trade in pre-revolutionary France. 1994
Benjamin, Michael. Equiano and his Interesting narrative: whitened up! 2005
Bennett, Guy, and Béatrice Mousli. Another bridge: magazines and translations. 2004
Benton, Megan. "Better than a mistress": the masculine world of modern book love. 1999
__________. Domestic bookflage: Babbitts, and the good life. 1996
__________. "Dump the classics In the hell-box": the cultural politics of modernist American typography, 1920-1950. 2003
__________. The iconography of books and reading in modern American advertising. 1993
__________. Liber librorum: Bible design five hundred years after Gutenberg. 2000
__________. Politics on the page: a cultural history of the margin. 2005
__________. Modernism's ragged edges: the chapbook revival In poetry publishing, 1880-1930. 2006
__________, Kris McAbee, and Laura Miller. English broadside ballad archive. 2008
Berger, Sidney E. The California Center for the Book at UCLA: a model partnership. 2001
__________. The J. Lloyd Eaton Collecton of Science Fiction and Fantasy in the digital age. 2000
Berggren, Maria, and Helena Strömquist. Making information on bindings and provenances accessible to the study of the history of the book: a presentation of the ProBok Project. 2010
Berglund, Lisa. The Parrys' dictionary: a bibliographical case study for the classroom. 2007
__________. Pen trials, laundry lists and family trees: annotations in early American dictionaries. 2010
Berkowitz, Carin. Design and illustration: anatomy as evidence of nature's order In Charles Bell's natural philosophy. 2011
Bermès, Emmanuelle. L'estampe religieuse entre France et Espagne au 18e siècle: de l'objet coomercial au vecteur culturel. 2004
Bernard, Emily. "Three horns of a dilemma": the Harlem Renaissance and the publishing industry. 1996
Berònà, David A. Silent narratives: woodcut novels in America. 1996
Berrenberg, Christian. "Newspaper and protocol are the pride of an organisation with traditions": creating a socialist community by means of a handwritten newspaper. 2014
Berrett, Jesse.  Television and reading: the case of Mickey Spillane.  1993
Berrey, Sara.  Emily Dickinson's fascicle 36 variant sets: death, melancholy, and the complicit reader.  2006
__________. How to read a broken book: Albery Whitman's two editions of 
**Twasinta's Seminoles**.  2007
Bevilaqua, Kathryne.  Pencils and E-books: marginalia in the digital archive.  2015
Beyer, Jürgen.  Ecclesiastical manuals in Lutheran countries during the early modern period.  2014
__________. Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century inscriptions on the Island of Gotland.  2010
Bhadra, Guatam. From "advertising" to "bigyapon": the history of early advertisements for the printed book In Bengal.  2008
Bhowmik, Urmi.  Multiple authorship In the early eighteenth-century periodical.  2004
__________. The publishing strategies of Pietro Andrea Mattioli, botanist and physician.  2004
Bing, Margaret.  United States government as publisher:  1932-42: the publishing record of the government agencies of the New Deal.  2000
Binggeli, Elizabeth.  Early Chicana feminist writings: one look at the publishing dynamic.  1999
__________. Re: producing Rilke.  1995
Bishop, Katherine Elizabeth. "Photoshopped" frontiers: manipulated Images in textual, territorial disputes.  2013
Bishop, Sherri.  The title page as marketing device in Venetian madrigal prints, 1538-1560.  2011
Bishop, Ted.  Smoke, passion, and power: the inksticks of Anhui.  2009
Bjarnason, Kari.  Printing without Gutenberg.  2002
Blaak, Jeroen.  Every day reading: early modern diaries as sources for reader research.  2006
__________. "Our language is the gold of thought, and we must keep the metal free from base alloy": othering in British Library staff magazines in the first half of the twentieth century.  2012
__________. Popular commentary on early public library buildings In Britain.  2005
Black, Fiona.  Beyond the periphery: books by express canoe in the Northwest, 1750-1820.  1995
__________. Books, brigs and databases: charting the dissemination of
texts. 1997
___________. The 1880s book trades In the U.S., Canada and Scotland: an
Investigation using census data. 2002
___________. Geographies of the book revisited: frameworks for analyses.
2006
___________. "Looking with sad eyes at the machines": book trade workers'
perspectives on organizational change in the 19th century. 2010
___________. "The middle of nowhere": Saskatchewan, a prairie culture shaped
by print. 2001
___________. Mortified pillagers and sacred institutions: examples of
American-Canadian print culture connections, 1760-1820. 1999
___________. Perpetuation and change in book history scholarship using geographic lenses
and concepts from business history. 2015
___________. Visualizing spatial research information: print culture historians'
preferences. 2009
___________. and Jennifer Charney. Geographic perspectives in postnational book
trade history: a comparative urban analysis. 2012
___________. and Greta Golick. Personal geographies: new frameworks for
examining the places and spaces of print culture. 2013
___________. and Bertrum MacDonald. Immigrant workers and expatriate
entrepreneurs: the Canadian Book Trade and Library Index and the
cross-border business In print. 2004
___________. Using GIS technology for a
geography of the book: a demonstration. 1998
See MacDonald, B. (2005)
Black, Joseph. "Pikes and Protestants": Scottish propaganda in England,
1639-40. 1995
Blain, Virginia. Anonymity and the discourse of amateurism: Caroline Bowles
Southey negotiates Blackwoods, 1820-1847. 1995
Blair, Ann. Collaborations and tensions: how early modern humanists worked with
others. 2012
Blair, Amy. Main Street reading Main Street: upward mobility and reception.
2005
Blais, Guylaine. Les pratiques de lecture des enfants dyslexiques: collections offertes dans les
bibliothèques publiques autonomes du Québec. 2015
Blakesle, David. The rhetoric of illumination in the digital age. 2011
Blanchard, Jennifer. "Her object Is good": Ann Stephens and Portland
Magazine. 2001
Bland, Mark. STC books in Baltic libraries. 2010
Bledsoe, Robin. "I got the horse right here:" Information networks In
nineteenth-century American horse racing. 2007
___________. Nineteenth-century American riding manuals: an overlooked source
for cultural history. 1994
___________. Putting the "how" in how-to books: early photography in
horsemanship manuals. 1997
Blesse, Robert E. Finding student research opportunities close to home.
1999
_________________________. The ESTC: a new phase in its history. 2003
Blondheim, Menahem. New lights, old letters, new land: three immigrant
Hebrew printers in 19th century America. 1999
Bluemel, Kristin. Enchanted wood: children's books, women's work and the 1930s
wood engraving revival. 2012
_________________________. Geographies of the middlebrow. 2015
_________________________. Number Seventeen, Cherry Tree Lane: P. L. Travers, Mary
Shepard, and the spaces of intermodernism. 2009
Blum, Hester. Polar imprints. 2011
Bly, Antonio T. Navigating the print line: audience and authentication in
Booker T. Washington's autobiographies. 2001
Bobo, Elizabeth. Unrest in the company of stationers: Giles Calvert and the
construction of female prophetic authorship, 1645-1653. 2003
Bock, Carol. Authorship and the society for the diffusion of useful knowledge:
the case of Dr. Anthony Todd Thomson. 2005
_________________________. "The young subject of authorism": the construction of the
juvenile magazine readership in the 19th century. 1999
Bode, Katherine. Multi/National publishing and the Australian novel: redrawing the
battle lines. 2012
Boddy, Julia. Strategic Information Planning, manufacturers' automation
protocol, and access to books at the Library of Congress. 2001
Boehm, Alan D. Edmund Curll and the poetics and politics of popular
bookselling. 1993
Bohata, Kirsti. Conflicting loyalties? Feminism and nationalism during the
Bold, Melanie Ramdarshan. Fanfiction as an alternative religion: challenging the
church of mainstream publishing, their bestselling gods, and the dogma of
copyright. 2014
_________________________. Standing in the shadow of giants: small press publishing in the
Pacific Northwest. 2015
_________________________. See Norrick-Rühl, Corinna (2013)
Bond, Trevor James. Maps and their textual associations in a digital
collection: a report from the Early Washington Maps project. 2002
Bonn, Thomas L. Henry Holt a-spinning in his grave: the evolution of
American literary agenting processes. 1993
Boorman, Stanley. Developing a new repertoire and market for printed books:
the case of music. 2000
Boran, Elizabethanne. Book-borrowing in the early eighteenth-century library of Trinity
College Dublin. 2012
Bordalejo, Barbara. Textual affiliations in Caxton's second edition of The
Canterbury Tales. 2002
Borden, Timothy. The salvation of the Poles: Antoni A. Paryski's Ameryka-
Echo and the Willys-Overland Strike of 1919. 1999
Borghi, Maurizio. Settling the boundaries: the circulation of the book in the
privilege system. 2004
Boro, Joyce. Spain in translation: paratextual representations of cultural difference. 2015
Bort, Francoise. Late modernism and popular culture: John Lehmann's new writing. 2010
Bossche, Sara van den. The cult of Astrid Lindgren: patterns of hagiography in the reception of Astrid Lindgren in the Low Countries. 2014
Boterbloem, Kees. "Met een beschagdfer Penne …": the context and genesis of Jan Struys's perilous voyages. 2006
Bottigheimer, Ruth B. Shelf life: the book at the bookseller's. 1993
___________. Upward and outward: fairy tales and popular, print, and proletarian culture 1550-1850. 2010
___________. Clandestine publications in occupied France, 1940-1945: a media from below? 2010
___________. Le livre comme arme Internationale de propagande: le cas des relations entre le Service d'édition de l'Internationale communiste et la France (1920-1939). 2004
Boumans, Etienne. "Sarsena or the perfect architect": the life and times of a 19th-century diatribe. 2014
Bouricius, Pleun (Clara). The common rights of men and women. 1999
Bourne, Claire M. L. Dramatic pilcrows. 2013
___________. Hybrid playbooks, dramatic typography, & designs for play-reading in seventeenth-century England. 2015
Boutin, Jean-François, Virginie Martel, and Jérôme Doré. Métissage, hybridité et mutations: la bande dessinée dite augmentée, ses codes, ses contenus et le problème de sa réception. 2015
Bowd, Rebecca. "Books of every description, […] excepting only those books which are injurious to good morals": inappropriate reading in Georgian subscription libraries. 2012
___________. The International market for Plantin's trend-setting editions with engraved and etched Illustrations. 2006
Bowers, Toni. Amatory fiction's phony translations. 2006
Boyd, Jonathan. Antebellum American-history schoolbooks and the subjective
Bradbury, Kelly. Open, closed, or ajar?: literacy, rhetoric, and the state of the American mind. 2007
Bradley, Jana. Events In the lives of books: a model for teaching and studying the movement of books In society In the early 21st century. 2008
Bradley, Matthew. The trouble with divine learning: establishing Pusey's house and Gladstone's library. 2008
Brafman, David. Alchemical Atalanta and hermetic Hippomenes: the esoteric emblems of Michael Maier. 2006
___________. Memory-books In California collections. 2003
Braida, Lodovica. The missing author: reflecting upon authors' status and literary property in 18th-century Italy. 2012
Brake, Laurel. Macmillans, the EML, and the "dust heap": biographical series and biography. 1994
___________. Nineteenth-century print culture? Serials, supplements, pamphlets, and books, In the 1850s. 2010
Branagh, Maxine. “A large and well assorted library”: childhood reading practices in Edinburgh schools in the wake of the Scottish Enlightenment. 2015
Brand, Cassie. A private place: power and subjugation in books of hours. 2014
Brannon, Barbara A. Ben Dixon MacNeill and The Hatterasman: a perfect storm of North Carolina publishing. 2011
________________. "The bookshop as an arsenal of democracy": Marion Dodd and the Hampshire Bookshop during World War II. 1996
________________. The laser printer as an agent of change. 2001
________________. Publishing the history of the book: a workshop for new authors (Panel). 2005
________________. Types of lead and sheets of paper may be the light of the world. 2000
________________. "Wellnigh the ideal pursuit": the 1916 advent of American women as bookstore owners. 1999
Brannon, Frank. The Cherokee Phoenix newspaper and the Sequoyan syllabary. 2007
Brauer, Oliver. The Eclectic Book Society: a London bookclub at the beginning of the nineteenth century. 2002
________________. Reflections of everyday culture in provenential inscriptions in Lithuanian books from the end of the 19th century. 2010
Breen, Katharine. Beyond the glossary: translating concepts in Nicole Oresme's Ethiques manuscripts. 2007
Bregman, Alvan. Medical reading: citations In a seventeenth-century manuscript. 2002
________________. Narcissus Luttrell (1657-1732): the collector as reader. 2006
Brehm, Sylvain, and Marie-Christine Beaudry. La reception d’un récit fictionnel transmedia pour adolescents. 2015
Brewer, David A. Expansion and the female reader in the Shandean craze of
the 1760's. 1996

__________. "The very name of Rochester": attribution and the
posthumous function of authors. 2003

Brienza, Casey. Domesticating manga: Japanese comics, American publishing, and
the transnational production of culture. 2013

Bright, Betty. See Bart, Harriet. (2007)
2001

Brinkman, Herman. World literature according to the Dutch: absence and
manifestation of the classic In translation. 2006

Brisson, Frederic. Dominating a foreign book market through control of Its
distribution channel: the France-Quebec case. 2006

Brockman, William S. Covering and marketing A Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man. 1999

__________. Who read John Rodker's Ulysses? 2012


__________. Voices from the papermills. 2004

__________. Wayzgoose: annual trips and social activities In the print, paper and
publishing Industries In Scotland. 2008

Brooks, Douglas A. Richard Pynson and the "prerogative royal" In Tudor
England. 2002

Brouillette, Sarah. Dave Eggers and the deconstruction of bibliography. 2003

__________. New York's literati In Derek Walcott's The Fortunate
Traveller. 2005

__________. Things against stuff?: text-as-text versus text-as-object. 2009

__________. UNESCO’s “classics” as imperial trusteeship. 2015

Brown, Bridgette Lark. “A Canadian girl in South Africa”: social documentary, feminist
realism and war writing. 2015

Brown, Jennifer Corrinne. Literary angling in the conversation movement. 2011

Brown, Kathryn. Imagining literacy: working women In French nineteenth-century
painting. 2010

__________. Performing civic virtue in the artist's book: Henri Matisse's
Pasiphaë. 2014

Brown, Matt. "God leaves a space that you may write": bibliographical theory,
reception studies, and early modern devotional reading. 2003

Brown, Meaghan J. Adapting “to the reader”: depictions of textual production in
sixteenth-century adaptations of Lydgate. 2015

Brown, Melanie. "The heroic performance of reading": rhetorics of Emanuel
Haldeman-Julius In the Little Blue Books. 2003

__________. "A university In print": popularization of knowledge In the
Little Blue Books. 2005

Brownlee, Marina S. Torquemada's errant geographies: Don Olivante de Laura.
2013

Brownson, Charles W. Opportunities in the study of popular translations: the
example of Mademoiselle de Maupin. 1993


__________. When editors edited or, What did Maxwell Perkins do?
1995
Brückner, Martin. In quest of culture: nationalism and geography in the early republic. 1996

Bruni, Flavia. "Typographi e quorum officinis diversorum haereticorum opera prodere": religious books printed in Basel in post-Tridentine Italy. 2014
Brunius, Jan. Medieval liturgical books in Swedish dioceses. 2010

________________. Foreignness in fiction: facts and artifacts. 2001
________________. Legitimate concern or censorship? A delicate balance for the heirs of literary writers. 2015
________________. Publishing American literature in Britain. 1996

Buchanan, Julia. Intellectual property: going digital and the effect on the IPR of academic authors. 2008
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